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Quarterly Asset Class Report
Taxable Fixed Income

Canterbury Consulting (“CCI”) is an SEC registered Investment Adviser. Information pertaining to CCI's advisory 
operations, services, and fees is set forth in CCI’s current Form ADV Part 2 (Brochure), a copy of which is available 
upon request and at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov. Information provided through CCI’s Quarterly Outlook related to 
market or asset class performance figures is believed to be derived from reliable sources. However, CCI assumes 
no responsibility for their content or the manner in which the viewer utilizes such information. The performance 
information presented in certain charts or tables is for informational purpose only and represents historical 
performance based on available market data results for the quarterly period shown above and does not reflect any 
performance related to trading in actual accounts. Any recommendations or statement made in the Quarterly 
Outlook is not to be construed as specific investment advice. The viewer should be aware of the inherent 
limitations of data derived from the retroactive application of historical data developed with the benefit of 
hindsight and that actual results may differ. Actual performance with client accounts would be materially less 
than the stated performance results for the same period when including the deduction of advisory fees, brokerage 
or other commissions, and any other expenses that a client would have paid.



Role in the Portfolio

Canterbury Consulting recommends and communicates asset-class strategy with the objective of 
constructing a diversified portfolio of fixed income strategies designed to (in aggregate): 

(i) Preserve after-tax wealth and mitigate volatility
(ii) Maintain comparable exposure to the broad municipal market
(iii) Exhibit returns uncorrelated to equity markets

 Canterbury global fixed income portfolios are expected to deliver consistent after-tax and net of fees excess returns 
and moderate tracking error versus the Barclays Municipal Bond Index

 Canterbury’s fixed income portfolios will exhibit benchmark-like after-tax yields and credit quality. However, they will 
do so with more portfolio diversification and lower duration

Fixed Income
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Index Returns Fixed Income
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• Fixed income posted positive 
performance as market participants 
anticipated a gradual pace for rate 
hikes. The FOMC decided to keep the 
target federal funds rate neutral over 
the quarter, however, the group 
outlined a plan to reduce the Fed’s 
treasury and agency holdings. The 
Fed will take a cautious approach to 
reducing the balance sheet over time

• High yield and EM debt continued to 
perform well as investors continued 
to add to riskier assets. Positive U.S. 
growth and constructive consumer 
spending led to tighter spreads

• Non-U.S. interest rates remained 
range-bound over the quarter. 
European HY debt rates went below 
those of treasurys as foreign 
investors continued their search for 
yield

• Municipal bonds performed well as 
rates stayed range-bound. The Trump 
Administration’s comments on 
Puerto Rico’s debt and damage from 
the hurricanes negatively affected 
the country’s distressed bonds

Market Environment Fixed Income
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Source: Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association (“SIFMA”); U.S. 
Treasury Department; Barclays



• U.S. treasury issuance significantly 
increased after the financial crisis. 
Since the Fed began tapering, 
treasury issuance plateaued while 
corporate and MBS issuance 
continued to grow

• The EM debt market has grown 
significantly since 1996. While 
investors have worried about EM 
liabilities denominated in U.S. 
dollars, debt denominated in local 
currency has exponentially grown 
since 2004

• Non-U.S. interest rates remained 
range-bound over the quarter. 
European HY debt rates went below 
those of treasurys as foreign 
investors continued their search for 
yield

Market Environment Asset Class Report Updates
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Sources: SIFMA, Bloomberg, JPM EM Indices (EMBI Global, JPM GBI-EM Broad, JPM 
CEMBI Broad)



• Depending on a client’s equity 
exposure, duration and credit 
allocations can fluctuate within the 
fixed income segment

• Fixed income portfolios should target 
a duration less than that of the 
benchmark (Barclays Municipal 
Index) in order to reduce interest rate 
risk

• Investors can lower portfolio duration 
(while maintaining yield) by allocating 
to credit and diversifying globally

• Inefficiencies in the municipal market 
allow us to target similar credit quality 
as the benchmark with much less 
duration risk

• Canterbury attempts to maximize the 
risk return relationship of fixed 
income portfolios by spreading risk 
across several factors (interest rate, 
credit, prepayment, liquidity, currency, 
political, counterparty, etc.)

Portfolio Characteristics Fixed Income
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The Baseline Portfolio has allocations to the following investment manager types: 50% Municipals, 30% 
Global, 10% Credit, and 10% Mortgage-Backed 
Source of Benchmark Information: Barclays


